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THE WORKING PLAN FOB THE ANKOLA HIGH FORESTS OF
THE WESTERN DIVISION OF NORTH KA'NARA DISTRICT.

BLOCKS 2X1V AND XXV.

INTRODUCTION.

The data on which the following plan is based were collected during the

months of March and part of April 1907, when work
had to be stopped owing to the staff being much

reduced by sickness ; it was started again on the 1st December 1907 and com-

pleted by the end of May 1908.

Mr. P. E. Aitchison was in charge of the work during March and April
1907, while the writer of this Report carried on the

>mployed. work from December 1907 to May 1908. The
establishment employed consisted of 5 Surveyors, of whom three were in charge
of the enumeration parties ; one was employed on internal demarcation

; and
one on the survey and demarcation of the outer boundaries. Two and at times

three complete enumerating parties were employed, each consisting of one

recorder, five enumerators and eighteen coolies :

Us, a. p.

Cost of Field Work ... ... ... 13,5521211
Pay and Travelling Allowance of Superior Officer ... 6,380 5 5

Pay and Travelling Allowance of Office Establishment ... 294 1 2

Pay of Surveyors, Head Clerk and Travelling Allowance. 1,749 14 6

Pay of Coolies for Enumeration, Survey and line cutting. 6,731 11 9

Miscellaneous ... ... ... ... 396 12 1

Grand Total ... Rs. 13,552 12 11

In the above the pay of the Superior Officer and office establishment is

given for the time spent on the field work only. The cost per square mile works
out to Rs. 188 annas 3 pies 0.

PART I.

SUMMARY OF THE FArrrs ON WHICH THE PROPOSALS ABE BASED.

A. Description of the tract dealt with.

1. This plan has been prepared for what is known as the " Ankola High
Forests." These are situated in the east of the Ankola

Name and situation. . .

laluka, in the upper reaches of the valley formed by
the Gangavali River, the centre of the area being some 30 miles from the sea

coast.

Boundaries of the Working Circle.

2. North and South. The north and south boundaries are not formed for

the most part by any natural lines, but have been fixed and demarcated so as to

divide, as far as possible, the deciduous from the ever-green forests. This line

as a rule does not extend above the 1,000 feet contour line.

East. The area dealt with is a continuation of the tract already organised
under the Arbail Slopes Working Plan, so that the west boundaries of Arbail

Plan and the east boundaries of the area now organised are identical.

West. The west boundary north of the Gangavali River runs from the

P. W. D. bridge crossing the Handimadi Nalla, along the western slopes of the

Marugudda Valley, dividing the deciduous from the ever-green forest, while the

B990 1



boundary to the south of the river, along the Pattanpur Local Fund Road, has
been fixed with a view to exclude the less valuable forests towards the west.

3. The area to be brought under systematic working comprises a strip of

country lying in the valley formed by the Gangavali
Configuration, of the ground. t>- no -i i i.v. j -, ,

River, some 18 miles in length and varying m breadth
from 3 to 10 miles.

4. The general configuration of the ground is hilly. On each side of the

river, at a distance varying from 3 to 6 miles, run parallel lines of hills, rising to

1,800 feet and with individual peaks considerably higher. These hills are in

reality a continuation of the Sahyadri Hills, out of which the Gangavali River
has cut the valley. These ranges are further cut into by four tributary streams
to the north and two on. the south of the main stream, while from the crest of
the hills and running down into the main valley are innumerable spurs, in some
cases with very steep gradients. Between the slopes on each side of the Ganga-
vali River the ground is undulating, with here and there hills rising to 500 and
600 feet above the surrounding country, generally detached or semi-detached

portions of the main ranges.

5. The geological formation of the Ankola Valley varies greatly in charac-
ter throughout the area. Round the Gangavali River
and in most of the low-lying localities laterite covers

the greater portion of the area. The small hills, semi-detached spurs and slopes
are either igneous or metamorphic rocks. Laterite is again found capping the

tops of the highest hills, though such places are generally outside the organised
area. It is remarkable to find the laterite both on the tops of the hills and also
in the valleys, with crystalline rocks of older origin lying between them on the

slopes.

6. On the hill sides a great variety of crystalline rocks occur, consisting
of gneiss, schists, inferior granite, and in places, basalts much intersected with
veins of milky quartz. Though no visible signs of foliation are present, the
rocks appear to have been subjected to intensities of heat, pressure and sheering
stress, resulting in various degrees of metamorphism. On the slopes above Konal
a rook resembling shale, and in places approaching true slate, is to be found,
while on the western slopes above the Kodalgudda village the rock is largely
formed of milky quartz. The slopes are nearly everywhere covered with

fragments of rock which have been broken off from the scarps above and
rolled down the steep hill-sides.

7. Generally speaking, in the valleys, the disintegration of the igneous and

metamorphic rocks from the slopes mixed with the

wearing of the laterite rocks in the valleys has formed
a deep, rich, fertile soil, very suitable to the Forest vegetation found in these

localities. A tract of low-lying land containing somewhat poor soil exists on
either side of the Gangavali River, reaching from mile 39 on the Yellapur Road,
to the Dongri Village. Here it stops on the north bank, but extends on the

south side, at a little distance from the river and runs past Hegarni Village down
the Chandgar Valley to the village of Mabge.

8. The hill-sides are much exposed to denudation by the heavy rains,

especially the upper slopes where in places the rock appears on the surface, as

for instance on the south slopes of the Bidralli ridge, the western slopes of the

Ujralli valley, and again on the south side of the Hillurbail range. The soil

formed by the disintegration of crystalline and metamorphic rocks on these

slopes, though generally speaking not deep, is by no means of poor quality, as

may be seen from the growth of Teak, Kindal, Nana and other species in places
where the rock comes very near the surface.

9. There is no meteorological station within the area, the nearest being at

Ankola, some 12 miles from the western boundary
of these forests. Here the average rainfall for the

last 5 years is 124*33 inches, which is probably considerably lower than the

average at Ramanguli, a village lying on the eastern boundary of the area.

10. The maximum temperature can rarely be much over 105 in April and

May but, owing to the shut-in nature of the country and the heavy rainfall,
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especially up the narrow side valleys, the climate is very humid and close for a

great part of the year.

11. These forests have a very bad reputation as being feverish and

unhealthy, especially at the foot of the ghats and, judging from the way the

establishment suffered, this is no doubt true. In consequence of the bad climate

labour is always a difficulty and work in the forest is often delayed.

12. The population living within these forests is not large being limited

to cultivators who have settled near the banks of the

o En Iar8er rivera aud often in verv out of the wav
.
Places

up small valleys where they cultivate small rice and

sugarcane fields, while directly round their huts are situated their Supari (betel-

nut) and cocoanut gardens. Their requirements consist of small timber for

house building, for their sugar mills and canoes, firewood, fencing material and

twigs and green leaves for manuring their "
Supari

"
gardens. They further

require grazing for a very limited head of cattle. There is no difficulty in

supplying the population with timber and fuel, while, under the revised settle-

ment which has been submitted for the sanction of Government, four acres of

forest to an acre of Supari garden has baen proposed to meet the supply of

green leaf manm*e for these gardens. The grazing question will be dealt with

hereafter. There is, besides the local demand, a considerable amount of

timber and building material required by sea coast villages, arrangements for

which will have to be made.

B. Composition and condition of the crop.

13. The area forms an elongated block of forests containing 49,643*7 acres,
divided lengthways down the centre by the Ganga-)area *

vali River. Of this area 41,875*8 acres are Reserved

Forest (shown green on the map), 3,131*2 acres Minor Forest (shown purple
on the map), 1,106'9 acres Soppin Betta (where green leaf manure may be cut,

shown brown on the map), and 3,529'8 acres under cultivation (not coloured).

The 45,007*0 acres of Reserved and Minor Forests comprise 3,105 acres of

teak-bearing deciduous forest (shown by the letter " T "
in red on the map),

37,697 acres of non-teak deciduous forest (shown dark and light green according
to 1st and 2nd quality) and 4,205 acres of evergreen forest (shown by deep
green lines on the map).

14. The main object in view while fixing the outer boundaries of the
blocks was to separate the deciduous from the ever-

green forests. So as to keep the outer boundary as

regular as possible and also so as not to exclude semi-evergreen areas containing
some fine deciduous species scattered here and there in them, it was found

occasionally necessary to include evergreen areas of considerable extent within

the plan. The external boundary fixed has been demarcated by deeply blazing
all trees within 10 feet of it on each side. The internal lines demarcating the

compartments have generally been taken along roads or nalas, the trees on the

sides and banks of which have been heavily blazed ; where natural features

could not be taken as boundaries, they have been demarcated by a cut line 25
feet broad.

15. Under the original forest Settlement made in 1880, part of the area

was constituted Reserved Forest and part Protected
Rlghts*

Forest. In 1906 the work of re-settlement was
undertaken resulting in the whole area being constituted Reserved Forest with
the exception of 1,106

-9 acres left as Protected Forest for the purpose of provid-
ing green-leaf manure for the spice gardens. 3,131*2 acres of Reserved Forest
have been classed as Minor Forest in which the villagers are allowed to exercise

the privileges sanctioned by Government from time to time, the remaining area

being classed as " Forest Proper.
" The area now consists of 41,875*8 acres of

forest proper, 3,131*2 acres of minor forest and 1,106*9 acres of Soppin-betta or

protected forest.

16. The exercise of privileges under the Kanara Forest Rules is permitted
. - in the Minor Forests, from which the cultivators may

cut their brushwood, fencing material, firewood and



timber for agricultural purposes, while they get their green leaf manure from
the soppin-betta areas assigned to them. According to the rules they graze
their cattle at 2 annas per head.

17. A detailed description of the crop is given under Appendix III, so that

only a brief general description of the growing stock
Composition and condition

{ necessary owing to the varying conditions of the
of the crop. .. *. ., , .. , , .

locality, such as altitude, aspect, soil and underlying
rock, together with the former treatment to which the crop has been subjected.
The forest has assumed five somewhat distinct types :

-

(a) In the east and, therefore, in the forests farthest removed from

the sea, on the upper slopes of the hills and spurs coming down from the

Arbail ghats, true deciduous forests containing Teak are found. There

the height growth is about 70 feet a'ad the forest is fairly well stocked,

containing, besides Teak, good Nana, Kindal, scattered Sissum, Heddi, Honui,

Jamba, a few Matti, inferior species and Bamboos.

(b) The second type of forests is found on the lower-lying ground,

along the main stream and up the larger valleys. Here the ground is

covered with moist deciduous forests, with generally speaking a height of

80 to 100 feet and a full stocking of large Matti, Nana, Kindal, Jamba,
Dhamni, Womb, a few Sissum, Honni, Heddi, inferior species, many Bam-
boos and a heavy growth of Karvi, but practically no Teak. From the

more accessible areas in this class of forests the fellings of Matti, Jamba,
Nana and in places Heddi, have been very heavy in the past. Thus in the

Kolga, Kendga and Marugudda valleys, north of the Gangavali River, and

again in and around Shavkar village and in the Halvalli-Kuntgani valley
south of the river, most of the large trees of these species have been ex-

ploited, leaving good young growth and many large misshapen trees.

(c) In the small narrow valleys and on the upper slopes above the

1,000 feet contour line, especially on north and north-east aspects, evergreen
forest appears, forming a very marked contrast to the deciduous forests

below. In places the deciduous and evergreen forests gradually merge
from one type of forest into the other, and only where former " Kumri "

cultivation has upset the balance of nature is the line distinctly marked.

(d) The fourth type of forest is very local, being chiefly confined to

the Dongri and Hegarni plain, where a species of exaggerated scrub jungle
has come into existence containing stunted Matti, Kindal, Hirda, Khair and

thorny bushes. This type of forest is the result of former cultivation which

impoverished the soil by laying it bare and when reduced to such a state

that even a meagre crop could no more be raised, it was allowed to lie

fallow and has since produced this poor class of forest.

(e) Lastly, a very distinct feature of the growing stock, but one which

does not form an altogether different type of forest is the growth which

has come into existence on the former " Kumri "
areas. At the higher

elevations the forest so produced is a crop of nearly pure Jamba, now in

the pole stage, which is sparsely intermixed with well grown Nana and Kindal

but few other species. Lower down the slopes the percentage of Jamba in

the crop becomes less, while that of the better deciduous species increases,

till, in the valley, the result of this clearing of the forest growth has resulted

in very promising Matti pole woods mixed with other valuable species.

18. Regeneration. Regeneration from coppice has probably played but

a very small part in the origin of these forests, by far the greater portion of the

growing stock having originated from seed. It may at once be stated that the

natural regeneration is good and in some places excellent. In a forest contain-

ing such a variety of species and in which the production of seed of most of the

species is assured, the distribution of the species must depend largely on their

powers to withstand shade in the struggle for existence and it is on this point
that the future of these forests depends.

The Teak producing area is small as compared with the rest of the forest,

so it is the other more valuable species that we must chiefly take into consider-

ation. Of these, in order, Matti, Nana, Kindal and Jamba are those for which

there is at present the greatest demand. Matti is without doubt the greatest



light demander of the four, seedlings of this species beiug found only in fairly

open places in the forest, along cut lines and on the edge of old cultivations,

while it is often found suppressed under shade. Kindal comes next ou the list

as a light demander and its natural regeneration is everywhere good. Nana
stands lateral shade, especially in youth. Jamba is a heavy shade bearer and
so profuse is the seedling crop that it requires no encouragement.

It will be readily understood that as three of the most valuable species are

light demanding the future growth of the natural regeneration of the better

species will depend on the treatment adopted.

19. Owing to the configuration of the ground and to the limited population
in these forests, the damage done bv man and cattle

is HaTe
r P is confined to sfcriPs of forest nf Hmite"d extent round

the cultivated areas. In certain of the flat areas

round the villages of Shavkar, Konal, Hegarni and Kuntgani to the south of the

river, and to a less extent round Sunksal and up the Kolga and Marugadda
valleys north of the river, overgrazing has retarded natural regeneration, other-

wise the damage caused by cattle is not great. The forests round Dongri and

Hegarni have been badly treated in the past but now appear to be gradually

recovering, while " Kurnri ''
cultivation which did much damage in the past

has long been stopped. Fire plays a relatively small part in these moist forests,

and it is very questionable if the encroachment of the evergreen on the more
valuable deciduous forests is not in a large measure due to fire protection in tho

past. By far the greatest damage to which the principal species, namely, Matti,
is exposed is the " water blister." This abnormal growth is found on quite
30 per cent, of the growing stock and ruins some 10 to 12 feet in the centre of

many otherwise fine logs.

Creepers and climbers are plentiful, especially in the moist deciduous

forests, and do much local harm. Lastly, the excessive growth of Bamboo is

no doubt the cause of the lack of natural regeneration in certain localities, such
as in the Eotha forest and also south of Ramanguli on the south side of the

river, otherwise the Bamboo growth, where moderate, is beneficial to the

growing stock,

C. System of Management.

20. These forests have never been worked under any system, fellings

having been carried on where the best trees could be
present systems

exploited with a m inimum amount of labour. The
of management. i, ,1 < .1 -, i ,1

result is that most of the low-lying areas near the

road or river have been heavily exploited for sound Matti, Jamba, Nana and Heddi,

leaving in such areas a number of large somewhat faulty trees, while on the

slopes and in the more inaccessible places large sound trees of these species are

still found. As stated above certain areas have been over exploited, but it

cannot be said that these fellings have ruined the forest, as the exploitable girth
of Matti and Heddi was kept high and only mature trees taken out while the

number of trees taken out annually as compared with the total yield of these

forests was not excessive. Kindal has only found a market in recent years, and
the number of mature trees of this species now standing in the forest is very

large.

21. No planting or sowing has been undertaken in the past. The protec-
tion from cattle has been somewhat lax, while spas-

toeufuuderTa'ken.
mPr Ve"

modic creeper-cutting has been carried on by the

establishment from year to year. Fire-protection has

been rigidly enforced, but whether this was conducive to improving the natural

regeneration is open to doubt.

22. From the following statement of revenue and expenditure for the last

ten years, compiled from the records of the Range
Jet

r6VenUe 63pendl
'

Office
> Ankola and Hattikeri Dep6t daftar, it will be

seen that Matti, Nana and Jamba are the chief species
which have been sold and that it is only recently that Kindal has been exploited
to any extent. In prepariiH' this statement only the trees extracted from the

area under organization are given and not from other portions of the

B 990-r2



Range, while it has only been found possible to give the grazing returns for the
whole Range. The firewood, which is chiefly procured from other forests of the

Range, has been omitted. A detailed statement under this head is given in

Appendix IX :

Revenue and Expenditurefor the past ten years.

Year.
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point, where it is put on carts and taken by the same road to Hattikeri. From
west of the Halvalli valley and south of the river, the exploited material has

been dragged and carted to Gundbala and floated down to the Gangavali
bunder, at the mouth of the river, and brought round to Kodiba*g Depdt.

25. In future it will probably be best to continue bringing the timber from
Block XXIV, north of the river, and also all material
from Block X*V ' compartment numbers 41 to 51,
south of the river, down the main road by carts to

Hattikeri Dep6t. For the timber from Block XXV, compartments 52 to 70, south

of the river, it will be more advantageous to bring it also to Hattikeri Dep6t,
instead of to Kodibag. To do this it will be necessary to extend the present

Chandghar-Hossakumbi forest road, some 8 miles to Kankanhalli, which will

make it a simple matter to cart wood vid the Pattanpur or Yekeguli crossings,
down the main road to Hattikeri Depot.

The benefit for sale purposes of collecting all the material at one depdt
instead of dividing it between two is obvious.

26. Another possible method instead of constructing a road from Hossa-
kumbi to Dongri might be to clear the bed of the Gangavali River of rocks
between Kotha and Gundbal and so make floating possible. It is, however, a

long stretch of some 16 miles and as the state of the river bed is bad, the

initial cost of such an undertaking would hardly justify the result obtained.

27. The cost of felling and carting logs from Ramanguli and the

surrounding forests, namely, from the forests situated furthest from the dep6t,
some 29 miles distant, comes to Rs. 20 per ton or annas 11 per ton per mile.

28. Timber sold at Hattikeri Dep6t is taken to Goa, Bombay, BhaVnagar,
Mangalore and Cochin, while timber sold on permit

Centres of consumption. ^ consumed locally.

29. The following statement indicates the average gross and net prices
realized for each class of produce during the last ten years :

Year.
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PART II.

FUTURE MANAGEMENT DISCUSSED AND PRESCRIBED.

A. Basis of Proposals.

32. The whole area contains a crop suitable for working under one

system, the material forthcoming being extracted
Work'ng Circlf j| !* to one depot. The forests are administered by one

foSol
; reaS n8

Ban
.g?

r and fornl one of the unit9 of the Western

Division, Ksinara, so that there is no reason for

splitting the area into more than one Working Circle.

33. Owing to the irregularity in the stocking, it will be necessary to

divide the area into two blocks to facilitate the regu-
l*>n of the annual yield. The forests are approxi-
tnately divided into two equal parts by the G-angavali

River, so that the portion north of the river will constitute Block XXIV,
containing 24,096*8 acres and that south of the river will constitute Block XXV
containing 20,910'2 acres. For facility in supervision it would have been
better only to have one block and one cutting series, but this would make it

difficult to regulate the yield, and would restrict permit-holders, who will

procure their wood from the improvement felling areas, to cutting in one place
and thus cause them considerable inconvenience.

34. Each block has been sub-divided into compartments ; Block XXIV
containing 40 and Block XXV 39 compartments. Each compartment is

approximately one square mile in extent though the areas vary somewhat in

size, owing to the boundaries having been taken as much as possible along
rivers, nallas, roads and other natural lines. Generally speaking, each compart-
ment consists of an area contained between two definite streams running from
the crest of the hills down to the main stream. As the forest is to be worked

by the method of selection fellings, and the exploitable trees are growing
scattered over the area, a more minute sub-division has not been deemed

necessary.

35. The estimation of the growing stock was made by counting and

measuring all trees on 10*25 per cent, of the area of

Analysis
of the crop ; each comparfcment> The enumeration work consisted

method or valuation . .
r

. , .. 1rio .
, .

employed.
m running enumeration lines 198 feet broad in all

directions through each compartment, thus forming
areas containing 24 acres to the lineal mile. Fifteen species were separately
recorded, according to inch classes, of which Matti was further divided into

classes of sound and unsound trees, while the remaining species were recorded
in lump as "

accessory species." The results of these valuation surveys, which
were carried out under the constant supervision of the controlling officer, are

given in Appendix IV-a. At the same time as the valuation surveys were in

progress, stock maps of each compartment were prepared, showing the Teak
producing area, those containing deciduous forest without Teak, and evergreen
forests.

B. Method of Treatment.

36. The object of the plan is two-fold. First, to produce for export
... . large Matti, Nana, Kindal and Jamba timber and as

attamed.
maQy bgg ^ ^ available of Teak> Sissum5 Honni

and other species. Secondly, to meet the demand for small building timber,
firewood, fencing material and grazing made by the local inhabitants and sea-

coast villagers of the Ankola Taluka.

37. The crop as it now stands contains a large variety of species of all

ages and is essentially of the character of high forest,Method of treatment L mu i c

adopted. containing many mature trees. I he struggle for

existence in these moist deciduous forests is keen
and the natural regeneration fully secured, its future composition being
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governed chiefly by the amount of light admitted to the undergrowth. Were
the crop untouched by man the system would develop into that of "

Jardinage
Nature! "

or true selection system and, as this system in practice produces the

class of timber required it is without doubt the system that should be adopted.
As mentioned above the regeneration and therefore the future constitution of

the growing stock is principally governed by the amount of light admitted to

established seedlings and, as many of the valuable species require varying
amounts of light and shade, it will be further necessary to introduce improve-
ment fellings based on the requirments of the various species.

38. To frame a Working-plan in which calculations are to be made for

all 15 species would in this instance involve calcula-

tions productive of no value in practice. Teak and
Blackwood are found only in small quantities, so may be neglected for the

purpose of arriving at the possibility. It is proposed to base the calculations

of the rotation and yield on the four most largely represented and valuable

species, '. e., Matti, Nana, Kindal and Jamba, and to place a check to over-

cutting of the remaining species by fixing a minimum girth limit, to which
will be added a check by area.

39. As set out in paragraphs 7 and 17 (d) the soil varies considerably,
For the most part it is fair to good, though in certain areas it is poor. The
area has therefore been divided into two quality classes for which different

exploitable sizes have been adopted. From careful examination of many trees

cut from both 1st and 2nd quality areas and, taking into consideration the rate

of growth shown on prepared sections, also the fact that logs of large dimen-
sions realize far better prices than those of moderate size, the following
dimensions have been fixed as the minimum exploitable girths of the various

species :

Class.
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sing as secondary species, according to the number of mature stems available

and the demand. Of the less valuable species in the second group it may not
be found possible to exploit them in the major fellings, though some may be

disposed of at a profit on permit in the improvement fellings.

42. The period of felling is fixed at 40 years, during which time two

major felling series will be in progress, one on either side of the river, supple-
mented by four series of improvement fellings, two in each block, so that

during the felling period of 40 years each series of improvement fellings will go
over half the area of each block twice.

43. To arrive at the age at which the four principal species attain their

.,.,., respective exploitable girths, a large number of
The yield or possibility. . ,

8 m ,

'
, , f ,

sections was examined. The tabulated results are

given in Appendix V. Great difficulty was experienced in counting the annual

rings of all these species, especially those in advanced age, so that it will be

necessary to leave throughout the calculations a margin of safety.

44. One inch has been allowed on diameter for the bark of all species.
This is not actually correct for each individual species, as Matti would be more
than that. For Kindal and Nana it is about right, while the bark of Jamba,

especially of old trees, is less than an inch in diameter. However, if each

species were treated separately throughout, the calculations would be far too

complicated for practical application. A tree of 24 inches diameter with bark or

23 inches without bark will constitute a 6 feet girth tree with bark, and 27 inches

with bark or 26 inches without bark will constitute a 7 feet girth tree, the

measurements being taken 4| feet from the ground.

45. From Appendix V it will be seen that the following are the rates of

growth of the four species :

From
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Matti, Nana and Kindal are to be felled with a 6 feet girtli limit, no separate

figures of rate of growth were taken, as the number of mature trees is very
limited. Here the possibility will be based on the assumption that a 6 feet

girth tree on 2nd quality soil takes the same period to reach maturity as does

a 7 feet girth tree on 1st quality soil. This may not be quite correct but it is

a safe assumption to make.

47. The normal annual yield of each species is the number of trees in the

penultimate class plus, in certain cases, a portion of the antepenultimate class,
minus the number lost during the transition period into the ultimate class,

divided by 40. Without going into calculation on this point it is clear that

there is a surplus growing stock, as, in every case except that of Jamba, the

ultimate class shows a greater number of trees than the penultimate class, while

in the case of Jamba it is about normal.

48. It is not possible to ascertain the number of trees lost in the mature
class which disappear during the felling period ; it will be about 5 per cent. In

the same way the number lost from the penultimate class while passing into the

mature class is put at 10 per cent., it being impossible to estimate it accurately

owing to the numbers in the ultimate classes being abnormal. It will ba seen

in the case of Matbi that the number of unsound trees is very great as compared
with the sound trees. Now the amount is excessive in this species owing to

the occurrence of the "Water blister" mentioned in paragraph 19 of the

Report, but in spite of no water blister occurring in the other species moderate
allowances will have to be made for faulty trees. Thus 30 per cent, of the

ultimate classes and 20 per cent, of the penultimate classes of Nana, Kindal and
Jamba will be considered as unsound and left out of account.

From observations made as to the extent to which the damage of the " water
blister

" on Matti reached up the stem, it was found that in many cases fair

logs can be cut out of the non-affected parts of a blemished tree, so that in

calculating the yield 40 per cent, of the unsound trees of this species will be
included as capable of producing timber.

49. Owing to the difficulty experienced in fixing the rate of growth of the

species in advanced age it is deemed advisable not to cut more than 50 per cent,

of the number of trees which it is possible to fell in the penultimate classes, and
which come over in front of the fellings into the ultimate class during the felling

period, or in other words to cut th of the trees as at present shown in the

penultimate class.

The number of trees belonging to the four principal species included in the
two highest classes is shown in the following table ;

Matti O'ound).
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(In the calculation of 2nd quality yield the antepenultimate class is left out

of account.)
, 13,175+ 5,731 18,906

The annual yield of Matti, therefore, comes to r ^ 4Q

472 stems, which is taken in round figures as 470.

The yield for Nana will be as follows :

On 1st quality soil.

'

11>053-(30 / + 5/ ) + i (7,262-(2C/ + 10/ )
]
=6,511.

lOo
On 2nd quality soil.

11,053-(30/ + 5 %) + 7,262-(20 / + 10/ ) =2,822.

6,511+2,822 9,333 _ 9
The annual yield of Nana, therefore, comes to- ^- -^-

stems, which is taken in round figures as 230.

The yield for Kindal will be as follows :

On 1st quality soil.

ZL / S2,130-(30/ + 5/ ) + J (20,951-(207 + 10/ )
}
= 18,904.

10U\
On 2nd quality soil-

32 >130_(30/ (> + 6/o) + 20,951-(20/ + 10/ )
J

= 8,177.

18,904 + 8,17 7 _ 27,081 _
The annual yield of Kindal, therefore, comes to

4Q 4l>

676 stems, which is taken in round figures as 670.

The yield of Jamba will be as follows :

On 1st quality soil.

T7_ f
1])658_(30 / + 5/ ) + i (15,678-(20

e
/ + 10/ )

}
= 7,948.

On 2nd quality soil,

11>658_(30/q
+ 5'/ ) + 15,678-(20/ + 10/ )

}
=4,268,_

7,948 + 4,268_
The annual yield of Jamba, therefore, comes to- ^~

304 stems, which is taken in round figures as 300.

The total annual yield of the four species works out to :

Matti .

.

Kindal ... 67U

Jamba ...
2

Total ... 1,670 stems.

52 The period during which the area will be worked over is 40 years.

Owing to the irregular distribution of the species, not

Period for which fellings onj jn re]ati n to their own units but also in rela-

aro prescribed. tion to Qne anoi,her, it is necessary to group the

fellings into sub-periods and nob to restrict the felling to a given number <

trees Ind to a given area in one year. Four years is taken as ^
e sub -fellm8

period thus dividing the felling period of 40 years into 10 sub-periods.

53 The areas to be worked over during each sub-period and the number

of trees' available forfeningjnjhe^ame^re^ven
below ;
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Serial

No.
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Ferial

No.
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58. As regards all species other than the four above enumerated, the

exploitable trees should generally be cut in the main fellings, the only restriction

being as regards the minimum girth provided for each species.

Forecast of the condition 59. Turning to Appendix IV we have at present
of the crop at the end of the the following number of trees in the 1st four

cutting period. classes :

Species.
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the period taken in transition by each species is less than 40 years, a portion
of the lower class will also pass over to class II, the actual proportion being

regulated by the period taken by each individual species to pass from the lower

to the higher class.

64. Deducting the percentage of trees lost in transition and taking 40 per
cent, as the number of unsound Matti that will produce timber, the following will

be the number of stems of each species available during the 2nd felling period:

15

Sound Matti ... | (8,448 20%) +(14.623 42%) +24 (21,303 31%)=13,904.
2

Unsound
Matti^[|(8,l72 20%) +(9.847 17/ ) +24(1 0.184 3l/o

|
=4,831

Nana f (7,262 2Q /Q)+(10,019 27/ )+29' (13,158 24/a)=8,877.
2

18

Kindal ...g (20,95120%)+ (27.658 24/ H20 (35.682-2^)^36,609.
2

Jamba ...f (7,194 20%)+ (15,678 54/ )+2a (28 >239-44/ c>)=ll >
l57.

2

65. In comparing the yield estimated for the 1st felling period with that

of the 2nd we get the following results :

Species.
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67. It must be remembered, however, that, owing to the irregular group-
ing of the compartments in the major fellings in forming sub-periods, the areas

to be taken up for improvement-fellings will not follow in every case one year
after the major fellings, though they have been so arranged as to do so when-
ever possible. In no case will they be more than four years behind the major
fellings.

68. As stated in paragraph 12 there is a fairly large demand for small

building material made by people living in the forest and the villages lying between

these forests and the sea-coast. A good deal of material marked and cut out in

the improvement fellings could be disposed of to permit-holders or sold standing
to local purchasers. It is, therefore, proposed to restrict permit felling and

free grants of timber entirely to the improvement felling areas, a rule that

could not be enforced without hardships to the permit-holders were the improve-
ment fellings not evenly distributed over the whole area.

69. The privilege holders have been assigned minor forests by the Forest

Settlement Officer, in which they may cut certain species according to the Kanara
Protected Forest Rules. In these areas, though they have been included in the

"Working: Plan, the privilege holders must be allowed to exercise their privileges
as they like irrespective of the improvement-felling series. Further they may be

allowed to cut and remove Strobilanthes free of charge from any portion of

the forest not specially closed : also barren sago and other palms and canes on

permits issued free by the Forest authorities.

70. Enough stress cannot be laid on the importance of the improvement
fellings, the whole future of the forest crop being bound up in these operations.
No hard and fast rules can be laid down as regards the mode of executing such

fellings as each locality must be treated according to its requirements. In

executing the improvement fellings the following points should, however, be

borne in mind :

(a) That where the existing seedling crop is fairly well represented, as

is generally the case, the object should be to improve this rather than to

attempt to bring new seedlings into existence.

(b) That Teak and Matti are 'par excellence' light deinanders requiring

light both for germination and when established. Kindal is not far behind

them in this respect, Nana and Black-wood will stand lateral shade in

youth, while Jamba is a heavy shade-bearer.

(c) That Jamba reproduces itself profusely, a fact which together
with its shade-bearing habits forms a danger to the more valuable species,

in that it has a tendency to crowd them out. As a nurse under established

growth it is of great value.

(d) That the existing patches of Teak, which are often found surrounded

by other deciduous forest, can be enlarged and materially improved by

judicious fellings round the perimeter of the groups. The freeing of even

poorly grown Teak seedlings will be advantageous, in that the number of

8eed-bearers on the perimeter of the Teak-bearing areas will be increased.

Outlying Teak away from the main group should be carefully preserved.

(e) That the fear of denuding the slopes of soil under the selection

system is not great, so that improvement fellings may be carried out both

on the level ground and on the hill-sides.

(f) That there are a great number of faulty trees in these forests,

especially of Matti. If absolutely unsaleable those of the better species

should generally be left unless they endanger advance-growth. It will,

however, probably be possible to sell standing or to give on permit the

less faulty trees marked in the improvement fellings, while if, for sylvicul-

tural reasons, inferior unsaleable species are required out of the way they
should be girdled, otherwise they should be left standing.

(g) It may be laid down as a strict rule for all localities that creeper

cutting should be rigidly enforced.

B 9905
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(h) That there are many blanks in the forest where former cultivation

existed ; to dibble up these areas with the more valuable species is neces-

sary. To do so with success without temporary Bamboo fencing is out of

the question, as cattle and deer continually graze over such areas.

() That the growth of Karvi (Sirobilanthes callosus} in many places

is very heavy and is a direct check on natural regeneration. To get rid of

this weed is difficult, though probably not impossible. In the Jaunsar

Division areas were successfully treated in 1906 by cutting S. Wallichi

when the flowers were fully out and the fruit had begun to form, but was

not actually ripe. The Strobilanthes callosus flowers every seventh or

eight year in North Kanara and then dies down, so that, at the period of

flowering, it might be treated in a similar way with advantage. It should

be borne in mind that cutting off the heads of Karvi when it first com-

mences to flower is useless, as it then puts out sideshoots which flower

later ;
it can therefore only be treated when the flowers begin to fall. The

time of flowering is given as September and October.

(j) That in many compartments the growth of Bamboos is very

heavy ;
where the crop is mature they are, no doubt, a benefit ; but where

young growth exists they are very much the reverse, that is, individual

clumps shading advance-growth. Bamboos should b sold on permit
as much as possible from all parts of the forest, especially from the sub-period
under exploitation. Individual culms endangering young trees of the

better species should be removed whenever possible.

Statement of Improvement fellings.

Block.
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Block.
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72. In these moist deciduous forests fires are not frequent except in the

drier Teak-bearing areas, which form but a small

part of the whole. The benefit derived from fire pro-
tection in the greater part of the area is somewhat doubtful. The geueral

tendency of these forests is to pass gradually from moist deciduous to a state

of evergreen forest. The process is without doubt very slow, and, provided the

forests are kept fairly open of undergrowth and natural regeneration of Jamba,
the more valuable light-demanding species such as Teak, Matti, Kindal, ISana,

etc., will continue to form the greater part of the growing stock. The fires

that occur in these areas are by no means severe, but are of sufficient intensity
to check the heavy growth of weed and, though they no doubt damage seedling

growth also, the amount of damage done is probably relatively less than the

benefit derived by the checking of the growth of weeds. In support of the

above rather unorthodox theory it may be stated that where fires most often

occur, namely near cultivation and along road-sides, the regeneration of Teak,
Matti and Kindal is very much in evidence.

73. There are no good grazing grounds in the Working Circle composed
of Blocks XXIV and XXV. The cattle are poor
animals picking up a precarious livelihood on the old

cultivated fields along the nallas and in areas adjoining cultivation. The
number of cattle for which grazing is allowed and the area put aside for their

grazing has been fixed by the Forest Settlement Officer. The area allotted to

each village has, generally speaking, been fixed at 3 acres for each head of

cattle and comprises the waste lands, Betta areas and minor forest, while in

the event of the total area of these three classes of land being insufficient a

portion of Reserved forest has been allotted. The areas of Reserved forest to

be put aside for grazing will have to be given in the neighbourhood of the

villages to which the cattle belong.

A detailed statement showing the name of the village, the number of cattle,

the areas available in waste lands, Betta areas, and minor forest and the further

area of Reserved forest required for grazing and the locality of such areas is

given in Appendix VII. From this statement it will be seen exactly how the

requirements of each village have been met, both inside and outside the

organized area. The figures are those given by the Forest Settlement Officer and
are not the scaled areas obtained by the Working Plan Officer. The number of

cattle brought into these forests for grazing from outside is very limited, chiefly

owing to the want of grass and the unhealthiness of the climate. If, at any
time, attempts were made to bring large herds of cattle into these forests from

outside, strong measures to stop them should be taken by the Divisional Forest

Officer with the approval of the Collector.

74. The compartment boundaries which are demarcated by cut lines

25 feet broad should be kept clear of undergrowth,
Keeping the compartment while tfa t ral boundaries which have been marked

boundaries clear. . . . . . , ,. . ,.

by blazing the trees oa either side or the line should

be reblazed at intervals of not less than 8 years.

75. On the north of the river in Block XXIV, along the Karwar

Yellapur road, there are rest-houses, and with the

exception of two small feeder roads in the Sunksal

and Marugadda valleys nothing is wanted to facilitate exploitation work and

inspection.

South of the river in Block XXV there are no roads, rest-houses or even

country tracks except in the extreme west near Hossakumbi, where a good forest

road exists running up the Chandgar valley. It will be necessary to open out

this area by making a fair-weather road starting from a point a mile up the

Ch&ndgar road from Hossakumbi, and running more or less parallel to the rivefr

to Dongriand so over the Malgaon saddle to Kankanballi, a distance of about

8 miles. Another road will be necessary from Kotha, on the river to Unchalli,

running through compartments 45, 47, 48, 49 and 50, so as to tap the Halvalli

valley, the distance being some 5 miles. These two roads will meet near

Kankanhalli and so join up the South Block vid the Yekeguli and Pattanpar fords
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with the main road to Hattikeri Depot and also with the Ankola-Kumta road at

Madangeri. The proposed alignment of these two roads is shown on the index

map.

76. There are no inspection bungalows in Block XXV, while the camping

grounds are very poor. There is a Public Works Department inspection

bungalow at Madangeri, some 12 miles from Hossakumbi, a village just inside

the organized area. Again from Hossakumbi to Kankanhalli is 10 miles, so

that, provided the Hossakumbi-Kankanhalli road is constructed, an inspection

bungalow should be made somewhere near Hossakumbi and a second at Kankan-

halli, which would enable Inspecting Officers to completely supervise the South

Block, a work which at present is extremely difficult and can only be done by

moving one's kit by headloads, owing to the want of cart tracks. Besides the

above buildings a Bound Forester's house will be necessary at Kankanhalli.

E. Miscellaneous.

77. The area at present is controlled by a Ranger who has also forests

outside the organized area of the Ankola Range in

Changes proposed iu the
hig cnarge< Within the area there are two Bound
Foresters' charges and a portion of a third, while the

beat guards number 13 in all. It will be necessary to re-arrange the distri-

bution of the staff in the whole Range and somewhat increase the same to ensure

an efficient working of the plan.

78. The following is a statement of the present staff and that proposed :

Present Establishment.



79. The Hossakumbi round is partly within the organized area and

partly outside it. This round official will not have his jurisdiction changed
under the new proposals as regards the portion outside the organized area.

The new proposals resolve themselves into having two more guards up the

Kodalgadda valley and the formation of a new round in Block XXV to control

the Shavkar and Halvalli valleys which are at present under the nominal charge
of the Bamanguli Round Official, whose head-quarters and work up the

Kodalgadda valley take him far away from these forests.

80. It is extremely difficult to frame an estimate

of the probable revenue.

From the past fellings covering a period of 10 years, given in paragraph 22

of this report, we get the following figures :

Forecast of financial results.

Species.
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JP. Appendices.

The following appendices accompany the report:

I. 4" stock maps showing quality, areas, growing stock, blocks and

compartments. (.Not embodied in the report).

II. 1" Index Map.

III. Description of compartments.

IV. (a) Record of valuation surveys, and number of trees in each com-

partment.

(6) The estimated number of trees each compartment -will produce
as it comes under felling.

V. Record of rate of growth of the various species, showing the incre-

ments for periods of 5 years,

VI. Area statement.

VII. Statement showing the population, number of cattle of each village
and grazing arrangements made for the same.

VIII. Names of the more common species found in these forests.

IX. Statement of revenue recovered for all produce removed from the

area during the last 10 years.

(Signed) R. S. PEARSON, I.F.S., F.L.S.,

Divisional Forest Officer,

Kdrwdr, 10th November 1908. Working Plans, S. C.

Approved,

(Signed) L. SWIFTS,
Collector of Kanara.

i

Approved, Countersigned,

H. MURRAY, W. A. TALBOT,
Conservator of Forests, S. C. Conservator of Forests, C. C.,

Approved, and Superintendent, Working Plans.

G. MONTEATH,
Acting Collector.

Approved,

M. C. GIBB,

Commissioner, S. D.
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APPENDIX III.

Description of Compartments.

BLOCK No. XXIV.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

p:irt-

ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX Illcontinued.

Com-
part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-



.

39
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

j.Jom-

|;part-
j.:nent

|
No.
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APPENDIX III concluded.

Coin-

part-
inent

No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX Ill-continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX Illcontinued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

prt-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPFNDIX Illcontinued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-



55
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-
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APPENDIX III continued.

Com-

part-
ment
No.

Area. Boundaries. Configuration, rock

and soil.

General character of

Forests.

Distribution of

growing stock.

Percent-

age.
Remarks.

70 659-2 North. The Gail

gavali River.
East and south.

(a) Configuration, The

compartment contains

undulating ground.
The Pattanpnrl the highest point of

Road. which is 227 feet in

West. The Yoke- the wst centre of thej
;ruli Road. area. The whole area|

being along the banks
of the Gangvali ial

drained by smal
nallas direct into thai

river.

(b) Boek and Soil.

The underlying rock

is laterite and granite.
On the hillocks, the

soil is everywhere
good.

(b) Natural regeneration. Na-
tural regeneration is rather

poor in this area, probably due
to the heavy growth of Karvi
and evergreen shrubs.

(c) Undergrowth. Heavy Karvi
and even evergreen shrubs
occur nearly everywhere. Bam-
boos are found north of the

road and only sparingly so on
the lower slopes, while on the

spur practically none occur.

(d) Grazing. Grazing is confin-

ed to near the river, and even
here is at no times heavy.

(fl) Growing stock. The grow-
ing stock, is a mixture of:

deciduous and evergreen forest;

on the small hillocks deciduous,
forest is found, containing
Kindal, Matti ;ind Nana locally,,
with many inferior species ,

:

nearly all the large trees have
[

been exploited from this area.j
On the low -lying ground,
especially in the south centre
of the compartment, evergreen
forest occurs, where Kossumj
Bharnigi, Mango and Bhirendi!
make up much of the growing*
stock. All along the road, in

the south, the forest is of poor

quality ;
the stocking is however,

complete.

(b) ^Natural regeneration. The
seedling growth is fair and in

places good, especially of Jamba
and Kindal, while Nana ad-

vanced growth and Matti

seedlings are found here and
there only.

(c) Undergrowth. Many Bamboos i

of poor quality together with a:

light crop of Karvi are found!
in the deciduous portions, while!

evergreen shrubs cover the'

ground elsewhere. Creepers
abound in many places.

(d) Grazing. Grazing is carried

on all over the more open
portions of the compart-
ment.

1 Matti

(a) Sound

(b\ Unsound
2 Nana
3 Kindal
4 Jamba
5 Teak
6 Sissum
7 Honni
8 Heddi
9 Dhanini

10 Apta
11 Jambul
12 Womle
13 Kharsing
14 Bharnigi
15 Other species

7-2

2-7

10-5

13-9

11-5

2

9

3-7

2
3

7

47-0

The main require-
ments of these

forests are rest

from over-fell-

ings. Creeper
cutting is necess-

ary everywhere-

R . S. PEARSON,
Divisional Forest Officer,

Working Plans, S. C.
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APPENDIX

Valuation Survey Notet, Black XXIV, Compartments 1 to 40

Name of Village.
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IV a.

and Block XXV, Compartments 41 to 70, Angola High Forest,

Trees in the compartment.
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APPENDIX

Valuation Survey Notes, Blcck XXIV, Compartments 1 to 40

Name of Village.
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IV a.

and Block XXV, Compartments 41 to 70, Angola High Forest.

Trees in the compartment.
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APPENDIX IVb.

Estimated number of trees that will be available in each compartment for felling including those that come

over from the penultimale class, minu* deductions as per para. 48 of the Beport.
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APPENDIX

Increment of Test Treet

BLOCKS



V.

for periods of 5.#cari.

XXIV t XXV.

97

year.

00



APPENDIX

Increment of Test Treet

Compartment No.

30
29
29
32
32
32
38
32
32
34
34
34
34

34
10
10
10
10
10
10
26
9

22
22
23
21
-2

22
21
21
8
8

41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
66
57

Total

Averages

Period taken to pass fron

one 3" class to the next

Ago 111

95
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V.

for periods of S.

XXIV * XXV.

year.

135
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APPENDIX

Increment of Test Trees

BLOCKS

Compartment No.
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V.

for periods of 5 years.
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APPENDIX

Increment of Test Trees
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V.

for periods of 8 years.

XXIV & xxv.

years.

145
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APPENDIX

Increment of Tett treet

BLOCKS
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V.

for period of 5 years.

XXIV AND XXV.

yt-.ir.

">5
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APPENDIX

Increment of Teat treet

BLOCKS
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V.

for period of 5 years.

XXIV AND XXV.

year.
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APPENDIX

Increment of Test trees

BLOCKS
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V.

for period of 5 years.

XXIV AKD XXV.

55
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Compartment No.
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V.

for period of 5 years.

XXIV ASD XXV.

year.
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APPENDIX VI.

Statement of Area, Blocks XXJ.7 and IXF, Ankola High Forest.

Compart-
ment
No.
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APPENDIX VII.

GRAZING ALLOTMENTS.

Ankola High Forest Working Plan.
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APPENDIX VII continued.
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APPENDIX VII continued.



m
APPENDIX VII concluded.
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APPENDIX VIII.

Names of the more common speciesfound in these forests.

Vernacular name.
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APPENDIX VIII continued.

Vernacular name.
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APPENDIX VIII concluded.

Vernacular name.

Kanarese. Marathi.

Latin name. Remarks.

Medar or Shib

when small.

Dowgi

Sheme >

Bettha (cane)

Talipalin ...

Dadsel

Gurti

KoJsa ...

Kowri ...

Kuntnair ...

Knda (Kodmurki)

Gudde daeal (Ku-
sumale).

Purgi or Kare-

Suji.

Bamboos

Thirpal

Kalak

Chiva

Weth

Karvi

Kuda

Kevani

Ranlavang

Ksla-kura

Pendgul

Kanerb:lli

and Common Shrubs.

Dendrocalamus strictus ...

Bambnsa arundinacea ...

Oxytenanthera monostigma...

Calamus Thwaitesii

Corypha umbracalifera

Arenga Wightii ...

Strobilanth.es callosns

Holarrhena aatidysenterica ...

9

Helicteres Isora ... ...

Eugenia Caryophylosa ...

Wrightia tinctoria ... ...

Ixora coccinea

Zizyphus CEnoplia ...

Very common.

Very common

Found only very locally.

Found in the evorgreeii
forests only.

Only found on the hill south
of Kankauhalli.

Only found in evergreen
forests and along river

banks.

Very common in all true
deciduous forests.

Fairly common.

Fairly common.

Not very common.

Fairly common.

Common.

Common in open jangles.

Kdru-dr, 10th November 1909.

KALPH S. PEAESON,
Divisional Forest Officer,

Working Plans, S. C.
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